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CLG BYOD (iPad) FAQs for Parents and Students
What’s the added value of BYOD for my child? Is this really going to improve my
child’s achievement of the Australian Curriculum? Will I see an improvement in
their NapLan scores?
Learning technologies are most effective when students have access to their own personal
device, when they need it, not when it’s their turn. It’s also important for students to be
using a personal device that has their own work on it, one that they can take home. In the
two years that we have been using iPads as learning tools, we have noticed that children
are more excited about showing their learning. They love to produce interactive or
multimedia items to show what they have learned. This leads to a better connection with
the skills, concepts and content being taught and learning outcomes improve. We can
also use the iPads to give the children opportunities to find individualised, appropriately
levelled information, time to practice skills and develop concepts in a variety of ways and
again, this improves a child’s understanding of a topic. While 1:1 iPad programs do not
necessarily improve Naplan scores compared directly to non 1:1 classrooms, retention
rate of skills, concepts and content is more than double (Lee Crockett, 2014)
How will the iPad be used on a daily basis in the classroom?
This depends entirely on the classroom, teacher and the tasks for the day. Initially the iPad
replaces other classroom tools and improves the accessibility to the internet. As we move
further along the journey and student and staff confidence increases, how this looks in the
classroom will change to a deeper implementation of the technology into our teaching
methodology.
Does this mean we’re not using pens, paper and books anymore?
Students will still be using pens and paper etc as well as their iPads in class - students will
have more choice in how they learn/show learning so they may choose to use books less
and take notes, plan work and produce artefacts on their iPads rather than paper/pens
Will parents be able to access student learning examples and assessment more
regularly? Can we see what our students have been learning or their results on the
iPad?
The iPads will come home each night so parents can sit with their child as often as they
wish and talk through the learning items on the iPads. Teacher may email/give electronic
assessments which would also be stored on the iPad. Just as parents can now come into
classrooms and look through children’s books, parents can “look through” the iPad! We
see it as a learning tool, not a reporting tool. This will not transform our assessment into a
system like universities where assessment items are submitted, marked and returned
online. The vast majority of assessment and reporting which happens in primary schools is
formative assessment (immediate feedback) which happens in the classroom every day
and this will continue. Students will still receive written reports and assessments as they
currently do.
What if my child’s group work is on another iPad and the work is lost?
This happens in classrooms now! (On school iPads as well as group work done more
traditionally) Students learn how to back up electronic work regularly. Often when work is
lost, it is because these procedures have not been followed properly. It’s a harsh learning
curve and doesn’t usually happen more than once or twice!

How will my child be assessed if they are working in a group on their iPads?
The same way that they are assessed for group work now - most teachers would use
some form of rubric and groups would self-assess as well as possible peer assessment
and teacher assessment on group skills as well as the learning achieved.
How will children back up their work? Where will my child’s work be saved? How
can it be accessed?
Students would be encouraged to use icloud or another cloud storage facility to store
copies of their work. Similarly they should regularly back up their whole iPad to icloud or a
home computer through iTunes.
Will my child still require access to a desktop or laptop computer at home for
typed homework?
There shouldn’t be any need for this UNLESS you do not have wireless internet at home
and your child needs to access the internet for homework. Typing can be done on the
iPad through a notes program or “Pages” which is the Apple equivalent of Word (provided
for free by the school)
Can my child bring a different device (eg Android) to cover the most common needs
such as internet search, YouTube, photography, and just use the school iPads for
the more specialised apps?
No, as mentioned elsewhere in this document, to connect to our internet and for technical
support only one brand of device is allowed.
I’ve got more than one child in the 6/7 cohort - how can I afford this?
Your children could share one iPad. When one child is using the personal iPad, the other
child could use a school iPad if available (the same as other children in the class who do
not bring their own iPad to school).
We’ve already done fundraising for iPads across the school, so why am I now being
asked to provide an iPad?
Since increasing access to mobile devices through the efforts of the 2013 fundraising,
we’ve seen a big improvement with children’s engagement with their learning through
using digital tools - iPads and laptops - across the school. Assistive technology was
introduced in 2014 to aid students with learning difficulties. We immediately saw how
better access and 1:1 use of an iPad could enhance students’ learning through
appropriately levelled content and use of creation apps to show learning. It is for this
reason that we decided to introduce a BYOD (iPad) program for Year 6 and 7 students.
Does this mean that the whole school is going 1:1 BYOD eventually?
No, there are no plans for BYOD programs to be introduced at younger year levels in the
near future.
Why has the school chosen iPads as the device? What about the constant updates
and upgrades? Will the OS updates be controlled by the school, or can we install
updates when we want to?
The school will be providing many apps for the students to use and these will be “pushed
out” to each iPad through a centralised management system which is iPad only. Research
shows that approximately 1% of android devices are up to date with latest operating
systems and security patches. With all our students using iPads, the central management
system will “push out” the latest updates for apps, security patches and the operating
system so that all devices are up to date. You can of course, install updates whenever

you wish at home. Sometimes the download can take a long time and use up your home
internet allowance which is why the school has processes in place to cache files and
distribute updates cheaply (both in terms of time and money!) Another reason for
choosing iPads is that in the iTunes Store, any app purchased through the education
section is guaranteed not to have in-app purchases. A third reason is that iPads can be
purchased through the School Portal at “Education prices” which are usually cheaper than
at the shops. In our experience, after sales service with the portal company, Leetgeek, is
exemplary. School technical support and teacher support for students using devices can
only stretch so far therefore, we decided to go with one platform only, and that is iPad.
Apart from the cost of the iPad, what other costs will I incur? Do we need to buy a
case/stand as well?
You will need to make sure that your home insurance covers the iPad while it is away from
home and being used at school. It is highly recommended that a sturdy “kid-proof” case is
purchased for the iPad in case of drops! At CLG over the last 2 years, we have had 630
students using 60 devices and we repair on average 1 screen every month - this includes
teacher breakages! We think they are pretty good stats and show a high level care and
responsibility by the students using the iPads. If the school wants students to have a
particular app, we will provide it. Your child may ask you to purchase other apps for them
and these might incur a cost BUT as the parent, it is your prerogative to say no.
What about when my child leaves CLG and goes to High School?
Historically, about half our students attend Unley High after CLG and they ask for all
students to bring an iPad.
What model is being recommended? How much storage space is likely to be needed?
If I buy the 3G model, can we stop 3G from being used at school and costing us
extra money? Why can’t I provide a 3G or 4G enabled iPad/iphone?
We recommend a minimum of 32GB if you are purchasing a new iPad or iPad mini.
However, in our experience a 16GB older iPad would be just sufficient. As long as it is
does not contain your child’s whole music and film library, it would not be filled with school
created film etc. Please be aware that any content on the iPad must adhere to CLG ICT
user agreements ie lyrics of songs, content of documents and emails MUST be Primary
school appropriate and as mentioned elsewhere in these FAQs, teachers and the
leadership team must have permission to have full access to all content on any device
brought into school as part of the BYOD (iPad) program. It is recommended that parents
do not purchase a 3G or 4G model as when a SIM card is inserted, these can bypass the
web filtering systems mandated by the Education Department and must not be used at
school (as well as costing you money!) However, if you have an older iPad that is 3G or
4G enabled and you want your child to use it for school, you MUST remove the SIM card
to stop non-DECD web access.
Does my child have to use the iPad at home? Does my child have to bring it home
every evening or perhaps just if needed for homework? Will there be somewhere
secure at school to store iPads overnight?
IPads will need to be taken home each night to be charged. There are no secure, lockable
charging stations available at CLG for student-owned iPads overnight. If iPads were to be
locked in a teacher’s cupboard overnight, they would not be able to be charged. If a child
accidently leaves their iPad on their desk after school, the teacher will place it in the child’s
tray and lock the classroom door as usual.

How can I maintain balance? I don’t want my child pressured into having certain
games or social media, or being ostracised for not getting involved in these
apps. How can this be addressed in the classroom?
Just as you control how much TV, XBox style gaming and device/computer use is currently
happening in your house, the same would be true for your child’s use of the iPad. You are
the parent, you are in charge. Social media sites recommend that children are at least 13
years old before signing up for accounts. In fact on most accounts, in the terms and
conditions that everyone ticks while setting up an account, there is usually a statement
that says “I am over 13”. As the parent, it is up to you if you want to allow your child to
make a false statement on these accounts. Under-age use of social media sites causes a
lot of angst among young people as they do not have the social and emotional maturity to
use the sites properly. CLG would never ask you to allow your child to create a social
media account which was not recommended for children of primary school age. At CLG,
we have a strong cybersafety program and as part of our Health curriculum, we deliver the
SA Child Protection Curriculum which teaches children how to deal with online issues
caused by social media as well as other bullying situations, peer pressure, etc.
What about ergonomic considerations? What controls/restrictions are available for
parents to use on the iPad?
This is a valid question and “balance” is required. It is important that you monitor all your
child’s use of TV, X-box style gaming and computer/device time. In the classroom, laptops
and iPads are often used in short bursts and children are often “on the move” and physical
issues are not as important than as at home where they may sit on the sofa, playing a
game and time slips away and before you know it, they have been on the iPad for a long
time and have a sore neck. There are some good “restriction” features on the iPad that we
will show parents eg how to set a shutdown time for the iPad as well as locking the iPad to
only using a certain app until unlocked. A practical, how-to “hands-on” workshop will be
held early in Term 1 2016 to help parents set up these restrictions.
What if my child’s iPad is lost or stolen?
You will need to insure your child’s iPad through your home insurance. It is highly
recommended that you contact your insurance company and double check that your
insurance covers you for an iPad brought to school. If the iPad was lost or stolen, you
would make a police report and there would usually be an excess to pay as part of your
insurance policy. CLG will accept no responsibility for any personal devices that are lost or
stolen while at school or travelling to and from school. It is also highly recommended that
you enable “find my iPad” on your child’s iPad so that it can be more easily found if
misplaced. This will also be explained at the parent info session.

What if another student breaks my child’s iPad?
We use restorative justice practices at CLG and natural consequences would occur for
deliberate and malicious damage of any child’s property. Leadership would investigate the
situation and work with families to come to an acceptable resolution.
If we use the iPad as a family, how do I keep our data, photographs etc private
during school? What is an Apple ID? Why shouldn’t I share my own ID with my child?
It is strongly recommended that your child’s iPad has its own Apple ID, managed by you,
not linked to a credit card. This will be explained in more detail at the parent info
session. If you have information of a private nature on the iPad, there is absolutely no
guarantee that other people will not access it. In fact, it is part of the user agreement that
teachers and leadership have permission to access all apps, content and storage areas of
the iPad. Students have worked with teachers and the leadership team to create an
updated version of the CLG ICT user agreement to incorporate aspects of the BYOD
(iPad) program.
What if I don’t provide an iPad for my child?
Your child will be able to use a school owned iPad which the teacher borrows out for them
for single lessons or as needed, as is the case now. They would not be able to use an
iPad 1:1, whenever they want to.

Students’ FAQs
Thanks to Katie, Sarah, Cooper, Dylan, Madi, Alex, Miah and Will for their help in
compiling these student FAQs.
Why can’t I charge my iPad at school?
It is an Education Department rule that any power cord is tagged and tested by a qualified
electrical tester. You may have seen the labels on equipment at school that has a plug on
it. If you charge your iPad overnight at home and bring it to school fully charged, it will not
need to be charged during the day.
How will I get the apps that I need? Will it pop up and say I need to add or update a
new app?
If CLG says you MUST have a certain app, we will provide it. A message will “pop up” on
your screen to tell you to install the app, or to get an update of a school app. This is why
you need to know the password of the Apple ID associated with your iPad. You can also
add your own apps with parent permission.
Will my iPad use be monitored (by the school) at home like it is at school? (where
Mrs Guest can see everything kids write)
CLG leadership cannot monitor your iPad use at home. Just as we do with all other school
iPads, laptops and computers, we will monitor your iPad use as soon as it connects to the
school network each morning.
Can you connect to the school internet/wifi after school hours and weekends?
The iPad network will be available for a certain amount of time after school so that
students who need to complete homework at OSHC can do so. At a set time of day and
over weekends, school holidays, the iPad network will be switched off.
Are we allowed to play non-educational games on the iPads at school?
No.
Do I have to get someone to log me in to the network every day?
No. Once your iPad has the settings installed, the network will “remember” you and let you
join each day.
Will there be restrictions? What will they be?
Your parents may add restrictions at home - this is okay - they are in charge! You will
need to be able to install apps at school as if you don’t, you won’t be able to install
updates and new apps that we “push out” to you.
Can I use my iPad at lunch and recess?
No
Can we use it during free time?
If your teacher says you can work on a personal project once you have completed any set
learning tasks in the classroom, you may be allowed to use your iPad for these times. The
rule about non-educational games will apply at these times.

Do we get to know the password to log in to the school wifi?
The network password that your iPad will use is separate to the actual school network
password so you will need to know the iPad network password to be able to access the
internet and “store” etc.
Would I use the iPad for dictionaries etc in spelling time?
Of course!
What sort of device can I bring?
You can bring any type of iPad
What type of case would we need?
We suggest you get a “kid proof” case that will withstand a few accidental drops of your
iPad!
How do I get to the portal?
Your parents will come to an information session, or will receive the information in a letter,
about how to access the Purchasing Portal if they decide to buy an iPad for you to use at
school
If I buy an iPad mini from the portal how much will it cost?
iPad minis are about $400 from the portal
Can I print from my iPad?
Yes
What if someone else breaks your iPad?
Just as if someone broke your personal property now, the same natural consequences
would apply and the leadership team would be involved. Leadership would investigate the
situation and work with students and families to come to an acceptable resolution.
What happens if it gets stolen or lost?
Your parents will need to make sure that your iPad is covered under their home insurance
so that they can make a claim if your iPad is lost or stolen. The school will not accept any
responsibility for any lost or stolen iPads.
What about safety and security in school?
Your iPad will be kept locked inside your classroom during recess and lunch or if you are
all out of the room for any reason eg Japanese. For this reason, the teachers no longer
allow students to return to classrooms during recess or lunch to collect hats, money, return
books from “catch up”, etc.
Why can’t my younger sister bring hers to school?
Only students in Years 6 and 7 will be allowed to bring their own iPad to school.
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